OPIHI MAN

C/4 E7/4 A7/8 G/4 D7/4 G/8

G/4

SOUNDS LIKE THUNDER

D7/4 G/8

GOTTA HEAD FOR THE HIGH GROUND

G/4 D7/4 G/4 G7/4

WHITE WATER COMING NO FOOLING AROUND

C/4 E7/4

OPIHI MAN IN THE SUN

A7/8

OPIHI MAN GRAB YOUR BAG AND RUN

G/4 D7/4 G/8

OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY

G/4 D7/4 G/8

OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY

G/4

GOTTA FILL UP YOUR BAG

D7/4 G/8

WITH THE YELLOW AND BLACK

G/4

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE WAVE

D7/4 G/4 G7/4

DON’T EVER TURN YOUR BACK

C/4 E7/4

OPIHI MAN IN THE SUN

A7/8

OPIHI MAN GRAB YOUR BAG AND RUN

G/4 D7/4 G/8

OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY

G/4 D7/4 G/8

OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY

SOLO - REPEAT 1 VERSE & CHORUS
G/4
LIKE A CRAB ON THE ROCK
D7/4                     G/8
   GOTTA RUN REAL FAST (GOTTA RUN GOTTA GO RIGHT NOW)
G/4
KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE WAVE
D7/4                     G/4          G7/4
DON’T EVER TURN YOUR BACK

C/4                E7/4
OPIHI MAN IN THE SUN
A7/8
OPIHI MAN GRAB YOUR BAG AND RUN
G/4                     D7/4                     G/8
OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY
G/4                     D7/4                     G/8
OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY

SOLO - REPEAT 1 VERSE & CHORUS

G/4
SOUNDS LIKE THUNDER
D7/4                     G/8
   GOTTA HEAD FOR THE HIGH GROUND
G/4                     D7/4                     G/4          G7/4
WHITE WATER COMING NO FOOLING AROUND

C/4                E7/4
OPIHI MAN IN THE SUN
A7/8
OPIHI MAN GRAB YOUR BAG AND RUN
G/4                     D7/4                     G/8
OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY
G/4                     D7/4                     G/8
OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY
G/4                     D7/4                     G/4          G7/4
OPIHI MAN ANOTHER SWELL IS COMING YOUR WAY

C/4    E7/4    A7/8    G/4    D7/4    G/4    G/4    G/4    D7/4    G/1